Dear Friedman,

Sorry I could not answer your letter sooner. I, of course, remember the device you speak of and have the original sketches which I could return to you with sufficient notes to start the thing. Need to make up one or more, thus are two avenues open. One and probable the more difficult is to make the matter entirely official.
and by proper procedure to place it upon the
priority list of active
projects of these labora-
tories. The other course
is to (given the funds)
build it right there
in Wash. I by placing
a development order
with Crafeld who is
now doing just that
sort of work. I could
run down from time
to time and cooperate
with him.

Will hold the
sketches until I hear
from you as to which combs you find the most feasible. You know the die business is pretty well covered by patents.

Hoping you are O.K. and let me hear soon.

Very truly yours

George A. Graham
Mechanical action to manual bar trip release on back stroke
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